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N
anopores have emerged as versatile
research tools for single molecule
detection and analysis.1 One of the

most prominent applications of nanopores
is rapid, label-free, and real-time sequen-
cing of DNA.2 In the original concept of
nanopore sequencing,3 single stranded
DNA (ssDNA) is electrophoretically driven
through a nanopore. Inside the nanopore,
DNA nucleotides uniquely modify the co-
passing ionic current, yielding an ionic cur-
rent trace that contains information about
the DNA sequence. With a number of recent
advances in both biological and solid-state
nanopores, nanopore sequencing of DNA is
becoming more of a reality.
The most common nanopores used for

DNA transport measurements are naturally
occurring or genetically engineered proteins
alpha-hemolysin (RHL)4 and Mycobacteria

smegmatis porin A (MspA)5 and solid-state
nanopores made in thin silicon nitride6�8 or
graphene9�11 membranes. In the case of
MspA,experimental studiesusing immobilized
DNA strands have already demonstrated the
possibility of distinguishing all four DNA nu-
cleotides via ionic current measurement12�14

and detection of single nucleotides in a
random sequence background.14 Nanopores
have also been used to detect RNA,15�17

epigenetic modifications such asmethylated
cytosine and 8-oxoguanidine14,18,19 andDNA
damage.19

A common problem with using nano-
pores for single molecule analysis of DNA
is the speed of the analyte through a nano-
pore. The average speed of DNA transport in
free translocation experiments typically ex-
ceeds 1 nucleotide per microsecond, which

is too high to detect the local structure
or sequence of the transported DNA via

ionic current measurement. Consequently,
a number of techniques have been pro-
posed to reduce and control the speed of
DNA transport through nanopores.20,21 Sim-
ple techniques, such as increasing the buf-
fer viscosity or decreasing temperature can
reduce the translocation speed22�25 but
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ABSTRACT

The protein nanopore Mycobacteria smegmatis porin A (MspA), can be used to sense individual

nucleotides within DNA, potentially enabling a technique known as nanopore sequencing. In this

technique, single-stranded DNA electrophoretically moves through the nanopore and results in

an ionic current that is nucleotide-specific. However, with a high transport velocity of the DNA

within the nanopore, the ionic current cannot be used to distinguish signals within noise.

Through extensive (∼100 μs in total) all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, we examine the

effect of positively charged residues on DNA translocation rate and the ionic current blockades in

MspA. Simulation of several arginine mutations show a ∼10�30 fold reduction of DNA

translocation speed without eliminating the nucleotide induced current blockages. Comparison of

our results with similar engineering efforts on a different nanopore (R-hemolysin) reveals a

nontrivial effect of nanopore geometry on the ionic current blockades in mutant nanopores.
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DNA�protein interactions . stochastic sensor . protein engineering
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also reduce the ionic current signal as the ion mobility
decreases. More complex techniques such as coupling
the nanopore with processive enzymes that sequen-
tially displace DNA26,27 through a nanopore have
shown to be successful, but require specific conditions
to keep the DNA processing enzymes operational. Yet
another approach is to modify the nanopore surface
by attaching complementary DNA sequences,28 modify-
ing theDNAanalyte,13,29 changing the charge stateof the
nanopore,30 or using the steric confinement of a nano-
pore to arrest DNA motion.31

In this article, we report extensive all-atommolecular
dynamics (MD) simulations that assessed the feasibility
of slowing DNA transport through modified MspA
nanopores and using such nanopores for analysis
of nucleic acids. We chose to focus our efforts onMspA,32

as this nanopore has features sufficiently small to
enable detection of individual DNA nucleotides by
measuring ionic current.13,14 Our baseline system is
the MspA nanopore, denoted M1-NNN, which was
previously used to demonstrate nucleotide-specific
ionic current blockades (we will refer to this mutant
as M1MspA). The constriction of this nanopore already
contains asparagine substitutions at positions 90, 91,
and 93 in all chains of the octomer. We hypothesize
that additional positively charged arginine substitu-
tions near the constriction of MspA can reduce the
speed of DNA transport while preserving the nucleo-
tide-type specificity of the ionic current blockades.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine the effect of argininemutations on the
transport rate of ssDNA throughMspA, we constructed
all-atom models of the MspA nanopore, embedded in
a lipid bilayer membrane and submerged in 1 M KCl
electrolyte. Figure 1a shows one such system featuring
a full-length MspA nanopore and a 58-nucleotide DNA
strand threaded through it using the phantom nano-
poremethod.33 Using the all-atommolecular dynamics
method,34 we simulated electric-field driven transport
of the DNA strand through several variants of theMspA
nanopore. Short (<100 ns in duration) exploratory
simulations performed under a 1.2 V transmembrane
bias35 revealed transient arrests of ssDNA transport as
multiple salt-bridges formed between the phosphate
groups of the DNA backbone and the amine groups of
arginine substitutions of leucine 88 residues of the
L88R MspA nanopore, see Supporting Information
Figure S1. However, the high bias used in these
simulations prevented the effect of arginine substitu-
tions to fully develop as the energy gain from trans-
porting one nucleotide through the constriction of
MspA (∼1.2 eV or 46 kBT) is considerably greater
than a typical energy of an ionic salt bridge in water
(∼ 5 kBT). Furthermore, applying a 1.2 V bias in experi-
ment is known to render the bilayer unstable on the
experimental time scale.
To observe multiple, microsecond duration trajec-

tories of ssDNA transport through MspA nanopores at

Figure 1. MD simulations of ssDNA transport through MspA. (a) Cut-away view of a full-length MspA system. The MspA
nanopore is shown as a teal molecular surface, the POPC lipid bilayer is shown as purple lines, the backbone of a DNA strand
threaded through the nanopore is shown as ochre spheres, the DNA bases are shown as thick magenta lines. Kþ and Cl� ions
within a representative 1-nm-thick cross section of the system are shown as red and lemon yellow spheres, respectively.
Water is not shown. The locations of the cis and trans sides are specified in the image. (b) Average electrostatic potentials
along the symmetry axis of the MspA nanopores at a transmembrane bias of 180 mV. The electrostatic profiles were
computed from all-atomMD simulation of open (no DNA) MspA nanopores. In panels a and c, the z axis points normal to the
plane of the lipid bilayer. The background image of the nanopore faithfully aligns with the profiles of the electrostatic
potential. (c) Cut-away view of a reduced-length MspA system. In the reduced-length MspA system, the DNA strand is
covalently joined to itself across the periodic boundary, forming an effectively infinite DNA strand. The coloring scheme is the
same as in panel a. (d) The number of cytosine nucleotides translocated through the constriction of the M1MspA in a typical
MD trajectory performed at a 180mV bias. (e) The ionic current trace for the MD trajectory featured in panel d, sampled at 10 ns.
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the experimental bias of 180mV, we used an ensemble
of 16 reduced-length MspA systems, each having
different starting conformation of a DNA strand in
the nanopore. Each simulation system contained a
single copy of a reduced MspA nanopore (residues
75 to 120), a poly(dC) strand containing from 13 to 21
nucleotides (depending on the system), and con-
nected to itself via periodic boundary conditions, a
patch of a lipid bilayer membrane containing about
60 lipid molecules, and 1 M KCl solution. Figure 1c
shows one such reduced-length MspA system; all 16
systems are shown in the Supporting Information
Figure S2. To prevent structural deterioration of the
truncated nanopore, all CR atoms of the protein were
restrained to their crystallographic coordinates. Our
200-ns simulations of full-length and reduced-length
MspA systems revealed very similar electrostatic po-
tential distributions in the nanopore constriction at a
180 mV bias, a bias typically used in experiment.
Figure 1 panels d and e illustrate a typical simulation

of a reduced-length M1 MspA system. In that partic-
ular trajectory, approximately 33 nucleotides passed
through the nanopore constriction in 750 ns, which is
consistent with the experimental estimates12 of the
nucleotide transport rate. The translocation proceeds
in bursts, where long pauses follow rapid advance-
ments, similar to transport observed inRHL.36 The ionic
current computed for the same trajectory (Figure 1e)
exhibits large fluctuations and no apparent correla-
tion with the DNA transport rate. An animation pro-
vided in the Supporting Information illustrates this
trajectory.

Figure 2 shows the number of nucleotides trans-
ported through the constriction of MspA versus simula-
tion time for the ensemble of 16 simulation systems
and four MspA variants: the baseline M1-NNN nano-
pore, single arginine mutant L88R-NNN, and two triple
arginine mutants L88R/T83R/S116R-NNN and L88R/
A96R/S116R-NNN. The location of the arginine substi-
tutions is shown in Figures 2b�d. Owing to the octo-
meric architecture of MspA, the total number of
arginine residues is 8 in L88R-NNN and 24 in the triple
mutant nanopores. Within ∼14 μs of aggregate simu-
lation time, ∼250 nucleotides were observed to pass
through the constriction of M1 MspA, against 45
nucleotides observed to pass through the L88R-NNN
nanopore within ∼12 μs. A linear fit to the cumulative
permeation traces suggests a 5-fold reduction of the
permeation rate through L88R-NNN nanopore in com-
parison to M1-NNN MspA. A closer inspection of the
trajectories reveals that the permeation rates are not
constant for the L88R-NNN nanopore: the nucleotides
appear to move faster at the beginning of the indivi-
dual patches than at the end, as formation of DNA�Arg
contacts does not occur instantaneously. Furthermore,
even after the contacts are formed, DNA can still be
displaced by several nucleotides through the constric-
tion of MspA before the effect DNA�Arg contacts
becomes apparent.
In Figure 3, we plot the nucleotide translocation rate

averaged over 16 different systems as a function of the
time elapsed from the beginning of the simulations.
The average transport rate through the M1-NNN
MspA nanopore gradually decreases with time and is

Figure 2. Ensemble simulationof ssDNA transport throughmutant variants ofMspA. The number of nucleotides translocated
through the constriction of MspA at a 180 mV bias is plotted as a function of time for 16 independent systems in the case of
(a) M1, (e) M1 L88R, (f) M1 L88R/A96R/S116R, and (g) M1 L88R/T83R/S116R variants of the MspA nanopore and cytosine
homopolymers. Each trace is shown in two colors, red and black, indicatingmultiple trajectories (differing in their initial DNA
conformation) that were added consecutively to produce the total permeation trace. In panel g, the last 4-μs trace
corresponds to a single MD trajectory (blue). Panels b�d show the locations of the arginine residues (blue vdW spheres).
The backbone of the DNA strand is shown as yellow spheres with the DNA bases depicted by thick magenta lines.
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approximately 20( 5 nucleotides/μs. A linear fit to the
cumulative trace in Figure 2a yields a similar value. In
contrast, the average permeation rate for the L88R-
NNN mutant is clearly higher within the first 200 ns of
the trajectories than within the last 450 ns. Excluding
the initial 300 ns, the average permeation rate is
about 0.7 ( 0.4 nucleotides/μs. Thus, our MD simula-
tions suggest that L88R-NNN mutation can reduce the
transport velocity of ssDNA through MspA by at least
20�30-fold, compared to M1 MspA.
Our simulations of the triple mutants suggest the

possibility of reducing the DNA translocation velocity
even further. Although the total number of nucleotides
transported through triple mutants in our ensemble
simulations (Figure 2g,f) appears to be similar to that
observed for the L88R-NNN mutant, the permeation
rates (Figure 3a, inset) drop to zero as the simulation
progresses. The trajectories of the two triple mutants
were shorter than those of the L88R-NNN mutant,and
the permeation rates did not reach a steady value.
Unable to accurately determine the steady-state trans-
port rate from ensemble simulations, we continued
one of the L88R/T83R/S116R-NNN trajectories for addi-
tional 4 μs using the DESRES supercomputer Anton.37

The transport rate obtained from this continuous 4-μs
trajectory was close to zero (�0.4 ( 0.6 nucleotides/
μs), which indicates a reduction of the DNA transport
rate in comparison with an ensemble-average rate of
the L88R mutant. An animation provided in the Sup-
porting Information illustrates the 4-μs trajectory.
In Figure 3b, we plot the ensemble average of

the number of persistent contacts between the DNA
and the arginine residues versus the simulation time.
Here, a persistent contact is defined to exist between
a nucleotide and an arginine residue if the non-hydrogen
atoms of the nucleotide reside within a cutoff of 4 Å of

the non-hydrogen atoms of the same arginine residue
for 10 ns at least 80% of the time. For all three mutant
nanopores, the number of DNA�arginine contacts
increases steeply in the initial 150 ns before reaching
an approximately steady-state value, which correlates
with the observed reduction of the DNA transport rate,
Figure 3a. For the L88R-NNN nanopore, the number of
contacts continues to increase throughout the trajec-
tory at a smaller rate. The L88R/T83R/S116R-NNN
mutant formed the highest steady-state number of
contacts (∼7), the L88R/A96R/S116R-NNN nanopore
had about 6 while the L88R-NNN mutant had the least
number of contacts (∼2�3). A scatter diagram of the
number of persistent contacts versus the DNA trans-
port rate, Supporting Information Figure S3, indicates
that a higher number of persistent contacts correlates
with a smaller rate of DNA transport.
In view of the larger number of contacts formed, the

L88R/T83/S116R-NNN is likely to be more effective
than the other mutants studied in reducing the trans-
location rate of the DNA. Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information shows the number of contacts for each of
the mutated residues in the two triple mutant nano-
pores. Residues R116 are the most effective in both
cases, forming between 2 and 3 contacts with the DNA.
Residues R83 are the second most effective, forming
∼2 contacts. R88 and R96 residues are seen to form
fewer than two contacts with the DNA.
The anticipated effect of arginine mutations was

electrostatic attraction between positively charged
amine groups and negatively charged DNA backbone.
Surprisingly, visual inspection of the MD trajectories
revealed two types of persistent DNA�arginine con-
tacts. As expected, phosphate groups of the DNA
backbone formed salt bridges with the amine groups
of arginine residues, as shown in Figure 3c. The second

Figure 3. Simulated effect of arginine mutations on DNA transport rate. (a) Averaged over 16 independent trajectories, the
transport rate of cytosine homopolymers is plotted versus the simulation time for M1 andM1 L88R nanopores. The error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean. The inset shows the average permeation rates for triple mutants M1 L88R/
T83R/S116R andM1 L88R/A96R/S116R. A breakmarked by “//” indicates a switchover between linear and logarithmic scales.
(b) The number of persistent contacts between the DNA and the arginine residues as a function of simulation time, averaged
over 16 independent trajectories. To count as a persistent contact, non-hydrogen atoms of the same DNA nucleotide must
residewithin 4Åof the samearginine residue for 10 ns at least 80%of the time. The inset shows the correspondingplot for the
single 4-microsecond trajectory of the M1 L88R/T83R/S116R system. (c,d) Cut away view of the M1 L88R/T83R/S116R
nanopore showing contacts between (c) a phosphate group of the DNA backbone and an arginine residue and (d) a cytosine
base and an arginine residue. The DNA backbone and bases are shown as vdW spheres and bonds, respectively; the MspA
protein is shows as a semitransparent surface; the arginine residues are shown in all-atom detail.
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type of persistent contact involved stacking of the
cytosine base with the arginine side chain, as shown
in Figure 3d. This type of contact is similar to the
stacking observed in the crystal structure of the human
protein U1A bound to RNA.38 Supporting Information
Figure S5 displays the number of salt-bridge and
stacking-type contacts for the three mutant nano-
pores. The L88R/A96R/S116R-NNN nanopore is seen
to form a greater number of stacking-type contacts
(∼3) than salt bridges (∼2). For the L88R-NNN and
M1L88R/T83R/S116R mutants, the stacking and salt
bridge contacts are almost equally prevalent (∼1 for
the L88R-NNN and ∼3 for the L88R/T83R/S116R-NNN
mutants respectively).
Recent experimental30 and computational39 studies

systematically examined the effect of arginine muta-
tions on the DNA transport rate and ionic current
blockades in alpha-hemolysin (RHL). In the experi-
ments with RHL, the residual current was∼0 pA when
the arginine substitutions were in the stem of RHL,
rendering the nanopores less suitable for DNA se-
quence detection. In our simulations of MspAmutants,
we find ionic current blockades in the modified MspA
to retain sensitivity to the sequence of DNA strands
threaded through the nanopore's constriction.
To investigate the effect of arginine substitutions on

ionic current blockades in both MspA and RHL

nanopores, we computed the residual ionic current
from our ensemble simulations of M1-NNN and argi-
nine mutants of the MspA nanopore. For comparison,
we performed two 150 ns simulations of ionic current
blockades in wild-type and triple mutant RHL nano-
pores (Figure 4), using previously reported computa-
tional models.33,36 For MspA we find the residual
current for M1 to be 127 ( 8 pA and for L88R to be
120 ( 6 pA. These values are indistinguishable within
the statistical uncertainties. Here and in the rest of the
manuscript, the standard error was computed using
current values block-averaged over 100 ns and the
16 independent trajectories. The average currents
through triple mutants are identifiably greater
with currents of 164 ( 13 pA for L88R/T83R/S116R-
NNN and 205 ( 15 pA for L88R/A96R/S116R-NNN.
The simulated blockade currents are systematically
higher than those measured experimentally using
NeutrAvidin anchors12�14 as the outer rim of the MspA
nanopore is absent in our reduced-length systems. In
terms of percentage of the open nanopore currents,
the average simulated blockade current is 13.8( 1.2%
for the M1-NNN nanopore, 13.2 ( 0.9% for the L88R,
19.2( 1.9% for the L88R/T83R/S116R, and 23.8( 1.8%
for the L88R/A96R/S116R mutations. Figure 4c shows
the distributions of the blockade currents for M1
and L88R/A96R/S116R nanopores. Thus, the residual

Figure 4. The effect of arginine mutations on the ionic current. (a,b) Cut-away view of the MspA (a) and RHL (b) nanopores
containing a DNA strand. The locations of arginine substitutions are indicated by horizontal blue arrows. Simulated values of
the Kþ and Cl� currents at a 180mV (MspA) or 240 mV (RHL) bias are specified in the figure. (c, d) Histograms of ionic current
obtained from ensemble simulations of theMspA nanopores (c) and single trajectories of theRHL systems (d). The overlap of
the two histograms is shown in purple. The histograms were constructed using 100 (MspA) and 1 (RHL) ns averages of
instantaneous current. (e, f) Local concentration of Kþ and Cl� ions along the symmetry axis of the MspA (e) and RHL
(f) nanopores. The blue bars indicate the location of the arginine residues in the nanopores; the z coordinate is defined in panels
a and b. The local ion concentration is expressed in molals to avoid uncertainties associated with defining the local volume of a
nanopore containing a strand of DNA.
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current through the triple mutant MspA nanopore is
almost twice the value of the M1 nanopore. Figure 4d
shows similar data for our simulations of RHL with
three arginine substitutions resulting in 21 additional
positive charges. In the case of RHL, triple arginine
substitutions completely block the nanopore current.
Thus, the arginine substitutions have an opposite
effect on the residual current in RHL and MspA, which,
as we show in what follows, originates from the
difference in the shape of the two nanopores.
For both M1 MspA and WT RHL nanopores, a

negatively charged DNA backbone inside the nano-
pores ensures that the total ionic current is primarily
carried by potassium ions (87% of total current inMspA
and >90% of total current in RHL). With the additional
positive charges in the triple arginine RHL mutant, the
current of Kþ drops to zero while the current of Cl�

remains at the same (negligible) level (Figure 4b).
In contrast, both Kþ and Cl� currents increase when
positively charged arginine side chains are introduced
near the constriction of MspA (Figure 4a). The change
in the ion density in both nanopores (Figures 4e,f)
reveals the microscopic effect of the positive charges.
For RHL, the arginine substitutions deplete Kþ ions in
the stem of the channel and do not considerably affect
the distribution of Cl� (Figure 4e). However, for MspA,
the arginine substitutions considerably increase Cl�

concentration in the vestibule of MspA without alter-
ing the density of Kþ near the trans entrance of the
nanopore.
The difference in the effects arises from the shape of

the channels. The stem of RHL is so narrow that the
negatively charged backbone of DNA serves as a poly-
counterion to the positively charged side chain of the
substitutions and vice versa, excluding ions. In contrast,
the vestibule of MspA is considerably wider than the
Debye length at 1 M KCl, which allows arginine side
chains at one side of the channel to interact with DNA,
while allowing the remaining side chains to attract Cl-
ions. The open geometry combined with the arginine
substitutions allows an increase in the overall concen-
tration of charge carriers in the channel, thereby
increasing the residual current.
To demonstrate that arginine mutations in MspA do

not eliminate the nucleotide sensitivity of ionic current

blockades, we repeated our ensemble simulations
of the M1, L88R, and the two triple mutant nanopores
using thymine homopolymers. Similar to the poly(dC)
systems, we observed reduction of ssDNA transloca-
tion velocity in the poly(dT) systems, Supporting In-
formation, Figure S6. The average currents recorded
for poly(dC) and poly(dT) strands and the four MspA
systems are specified in Table 1. In the case of
M1 MspA, the ensemble-average current of the poly-
(dT) systems is considerably greater than that of poly-
(dC), in agreement with experiment.14 Similar currents
are recorded in the case of theM1 L88Rmutant. Rather
surprisingly, the blockade current difference between
poly(dT) and poly(dC) systems in the triple arginine
mutants differs from those in the M1 and M1 L88R
systems. In the case of L88R/A83R/S116R, the current
blockade difference is within the statistical error, how-
ever, in the case of L88R/A96R/S116R, the ensemble-
average current of the poly(dC) systems is considerably
greater than that of the poly(dT) systems, opposite to
what is observed in M1 MspA. Such a reversal of the
blockade current difference cannot be directly linked
to the increased current of chloride ions, as the frac-
tional currents carried by ionic species are similar for
the two DNA sequences.
In general, the charge state of a nanopore can have a

nontrivial effect on the overall transport rate of a
charged analyte. Thus, introducing negatively charged
side chains in the lumen of R-hemolysin was shown to
both catalyze the transport of short positively charged
peptides39 and slow the transport of longer positively
charged polypeptides.40 Hence our argininemutations
to MspA may both increase the DNA capture12 and
slow the DNA transport.

CONCLUSIONS

We performed extensive (∼100 μs in total) all-atom
MD simulations to investigate electric field-driven
transport of single DNA strands and ions through
biological nanopore MspA containing arginine muta-
tions. In nanopores decorated with the positive
charges above the constriction, persistent contacts
between the arginine substitution and DNA backbone,
or by base-stacking interactions, could slow the DNA
translocation by a factor of 10�30. Because of MspA's

TABLE 1. Averaged over 16 Independent Simulation Systems Blockade Current for the Four MspA Variants and Poly(dC)

and Poly(dT) Homopolymers

poly(dC) poly(dT)

system I (Kþ)(pA) I (Cl�) (pA) I (total) I (Kþ)(pA) I (Cl�) (pA) I (total)

M1 111 ( 6 16 ( 2 127 ( 8 141 ( 9 31 ( 3 172 ( 11
M1 L88R 87 ( 4 33 ( 2 120 ( 6 117 ( 7 49 ( 4 166 ( 11
M1 L88R/T83R/S116R 110 ( 8 54 ( 5 164 ( 13 98 ( 12 47 ( 8 145 ( 20
M1 L88R/A96R/S116R 140 ( 10 65 ( 5 205 ( 15 114 ( 10 53 ( 9 167 ( 17
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geometry, the charge substitutions did not eliminate
nucleotide-specific current. These results reveal the
importance of nanopore geometry and charge loca-
tion andmayhelp direct themodification of nanopores
such as MspA to improve their utility for nanopore
sequencing and other nanopore technologies. Further-
more, our simulations demonstrate that precise
placement of arginine mutations can have a nontrivial
effect40 on the sequence specificity of the ionic current
blockades.

METHODS

General MD Methods. The MD simulations were car-
ried out using program NAMD241 on Cray XT-5 ma-
chines or using the special purpose Anton super-
computer37 of D.E. Shaw Research. All simulations
employed periodic boundary conditions and multiple
timestepping41,42 wherein local interactions were cal-
culated every 2 fs time step and full electrostatic
evaluations were performed every three time steps.
NAMD simulations employed the particle mesh Ewald
method for evaluation of long-range electrostatics.41,42

Simulations on Anton were performed using the
Nosé�Hoover NVT integrator with a k-Gaussian Split
Ewald method43 for long-range electrostatics. The
CHARMM2744 parameter set, along with TIP3P45 water
model were used in all simulations. All covalent bonds
involving hydrogen were kept rigid in water and other
molecules using SETTLE46 or RATTLE47 algorithms. The
cutoff and switching distance for evaluation of van der
Waals and short-range electrostatic interactions were
set to 8 and 7 Å, respectively.48,49

After a 2000 step minimization, each systems was
equilibrated using NAMD for at least 2 ns in the NPT
ensemble using Nosé�Hoover Langevin piston pres-
sure control50 at 295 K with no external electric field
applied. Following equilibration, all NAMD simulations
were performed in the NVT ensemble using the Lowe
Andersen thermostat51 with a voltage bias of 180 mV
imposed across the membrane as described in refs 34
and 35. In all simulations, harmonic restraints with a
spring constant of 695 pN/nmapplied to all Ca atoms of
the protein, restraining them to the crystallographic
coordinates. Additional simulations were carried out
on Anton to obtain a continuous 4-μs long trajectory of
ssDNA transport through the truncated L88R-NNN/
T83R/S116R nanopore, four trajectories each of 400 ns
for the M1 L88R nanopore and nine trajectories for
the M1 nanopore varying between 200 and 360 ns.
Each Anton simulation was a continuation of the cor-
responding NAMD trajectory and employed the same
force fields and constraints.

Simulation Setup. Full-Length MspA. Atomic coordi-
nates of the MspA porin were obtained from the
Protein Data Bank (entry 1UUN).5 Eight R96 residues
resolved in the crystal structure were changed to

alanines in accord with the sequence of WT MspA.
Twenty-four aspartate residues in the constriction of
the porin were replaced by asparagines to create
the D20N/D91N/D93N mutant referred to as M1-NNN
MspA. The resulting structure was merged with a
12 � 12 nm2 patch of POPC lipid bilayer such that
the hydrophobic β-barrel of MspA embedded in the
bilayer while its hydrophilic cap protruded above
the membrane. All lipid molecules overlapping with
the nanopore were removed; the remaining bilayer
contained 272 lipid molecules. Using the phantom
nanopore method,33 a 58-nucleotide random se-
quence DNA strand was placed inside the nanopore
of MspA with the backbone approximately aligned
with the nanopore axis and the 30 end of the strand
emerging at the trans end of the nanopore. The system
was immersed in∼35000 pre-equilibrated TIP3P water
molecules. Kþ and Cl� ions were added at random
positions in the water layers corresponding to a con-
centration of 1 M. Additional Kþ ions were added to
compensate the charge of theMspA nanopore and the
DNA fragment, bringing the total charge of the final
system to zero. The final system, shown in Figure 1a,
consisted of ∼167 000 atoms and measured 12 nm
�12 nm �17 nm.

Reduced-Length MspA. The minimal model of the
MspA nanopore was constructed by eliminating the
vestibule part of MspA that extended away from the
lipid membrane on the cis side in our full-lengthmodel
(Figure 1a�c). The reduced nanopore contained resi-
dues 75 to 120. An 8 nm� 8 nmpatch of a POPCbilayer
containing 60 lipid molecules was merged with the
truncated nanopore. An ensemble of 16 systems, each
differing in the initial conformation of the DNA, was
created. The 16 different DNA configurations were
obtained from a∼110 ns trajectory of full-lengthMspA
at a 1.2 V transmembrane bias. Each DNA/protein/lipid
system was solvated in a volume of pre-equilibrated
TIP3P water containing about 3800 molecules. DNA
segments that extended outside the water box were
deleted, the nucleotide sequence of the DNA strand
was changed to comprise a cytosine (or thymine)
homopolymer. Kþ and Cl� ions were added at random
positions to a 1 M concentration, and the total charge
of each system was brought to zero. Following the
usual minimization and equilibration protocol, the
ends of each DNA strand were brought together
(across the periodic boundary) in a 240 ps SMD
simulation.52 Subsequently, the ends were covalently
joined via a custom patch to create an effectively
infinite DNA strand joined through periodic boundary
conditions. The electrostatic profiles in full-length and
reduced MspA systems, Figure 1b, appear to be very
similar, and so are the forces applied to DNA and ions,
which validates our reduced nanopore approach.

In addition to M1-NNN MspA nanopore, the follow-
ing three additional variations were constructed: a
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single mutant L88R-NNN, with all LEU88 replaced
by arginines, and two triple mutants L88R/T83R/
S116R-NNN and L88R/A96R/S116R-NNN where all
LEU88, THR83, SER 116, or LEU88, ALA96, SER116 were
replaced by arginines. Figure 2b�d illustrates the
location of the mutations. Each reduced system con-
sisted of about 28 000 atoms. Using custom scripts,
all 16 systems of the ensemble could be simulated in
parallel on an XT-5 system, producing ∼1 μs of aggre-
gate simulation time within 24 h.
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